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veryone knows the story, right?

fJ
One lovesick boy-genius keyboard

[

wizard with a phenomenal gift for
melody. One dark. brooding,
mysterious front man with a voice

&f -and a face - that could melt
J teenage girls' hearts from half a

mile away. And a couple of "other
guys". One of whom had a

girlfriend named Renee.

Everyone knows the story, right? So why
re-hash it here?

Because it's wrong. Totally wrong.

The New Yorl<'Sunday
News with a pre-Left

Banke George Cameron

(top right. back to camera)

Which is not to take anything away from
Mike Lookofsky or Carmelo Caro (you
know them as Michael Brown and Steve
Martin) - two phenomenal talents.
Because what I just said about them is
absolutely true. And the story is still,
somehow, totally wrong.
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"There was no leader in that band; says
George Cameron. "There were four guys
fighting all the time" [laughs] "Everything
we ever did, that was any good, was the
product of some kind of brawl."

The Left Banke's story is a complicated
one. It's a story of great musical triumphs
against some pretty long odds - many of
them self-inflicted - and ultimately it's the
story of some very sad failures.

H that little bit of grandiose drama sounds
like I could be talking about Syd Barrett or
Nick Drake or Brian Wilson or Skip
Spence; well, yes I could. Not because of
the well-worn sorrow inherent in those

people's stories - but because the way
their music still, to this day, shines so far
ahove all that. If the opening strains of
'She May Call You Up Tonight' don't make
you grin like an idiot, then you need to go
down to the nearest Art Repair Bureau
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and have your Music Bone reset. Now.You
may read the rest of this story when you
get back.

TOM AND GEORGE
"Well, I introduced everyone to everyone
else; says Tom Finn. "So I guess you could
say I was the catalyst"

George Cameron was born in St Clair's
Hospital, in Hell's Kitchen, New York City.
"My father bought a house in Brooklyn,
and that's where.I grew up. I was in the
choir in school, and I hated it. When I got
a little older, as soon as I could, I started
singing with doo-wop groups. It was fun
singing on street corners. but I was never

happy where I was. I always felt like there
must be something else out there
somewhere"

When George saw and heard The Beatles,
his interest in doo-wop quickly cooled. He
wanted to he in a rock 'n' roll band. And
not too long thereafter, he was - in a band
with the very unusual name (for its day):
The In-Sect,

"J was in a vocal group called The
Castells," says Finn. 'We were still doing
the classic doo-wop group thing, all
dressed up in black suits with our hair
greased hade We were approached by a
neighbourhood talent scout, 'Hey, you
wanna he famous? You wanna be on
Broadway? We're having a talent show at
the Palm Gardens. You should be in the
show!"

It was ohvious, fairly quickly, that the
"show" was more of a "whoever shows",
but that didn't faze Tom and his three
fellow Castells, who were happy to he on a
stage instead of a street corner. Palm
Gardens, the auditorium where the show
was held, was a fairly large place. It would
later become Studio Instrument Rentals,
one of the first one-stop facilities with
high-end rehearsal spaces, studios, and
rental gear. "Atthis show, they were just
putting anybody up there who had any
sort of a group together. George's group,
The In-Sect, was there too. I thought the
hand's name was pretty hip. And they all
had shoulder-length hair"

'We had one song, and it was called
'Gooey Louie'; laughs George, "And that
was the entire extent of the lyric." Finn
couldn't believe his eyes. "They had the
girls screaming at the top of their lungs!
And all it was, I swear, was 'Gooey Louie,
yeah yeah yeah! Gooey Louie, yeah yeah
yeah!' over and over! That's the only song
they did, and the girls never stopped
screaming for the whole five minutes.



Meanwhile, my band sang three heart-
rending down-on-your-knees doo-wop
ballads. To a very moderate response:

"They were very polished - their music
was very intricate; says George. "But they
sang in an older style, that was becoming
passe. And Tom saw us, and saw the girls
going crazy, and said, 'Holy shit. They're
singing two words over and over and the
girls are losing their minds. What am I
doing wrong?'"

"So immediately I said, that's it for me,
man; laughs Finn. "Because by that time 1
was already hanging out in Greenwich
Village; and I had beeu trying to talk the
guys into growing their hair a little bit,
and changing the style of the music. No
dice. So 1was outta there."

It may seem odd, in retrospect, that there
were still "doo-wop" groups singing on
New York City street corners at this point,
well over a year after The Beatles changed
the American entertainment landscape
forever. But old art forms die hard. And
Tom Finn was watching this one die right
in front of his eyes. "I got a job at The
World's Fair that year, in '?5. It got me out
of Brooklyn. And then 1saw The Beatles
play at Shea Stadium. 1did not want to go
back to Brooklyn after that."

"This girl took me to Washington Square
Park; he continues. "I saw some longhairs
there, and I said, 'I want to look like that: I
started going to see The Lovin' Spoonful
and The Magicians, and all the other
bands that played at The Night Owl and
Cafe Wha? Eventually I found Warren
[Warren David Schierhorst], who was
hanging out the same way I was. Warren
was a drummer. And there was a long-
haired guy playing guitar on the street
who was really good. His name was Mick
Wexler:

Considering that, at the time, there were
literally no Americans named Mick, you
may assume this was a bit of an affectation.
Actually, it was worse than that. "He used to
walk around imitating MickJagger and
trying to convince the girls that that's who
he actually was; says Finn, shaking his
head. "It was embarrassing: But, by aU
accounts, Wexler seems to bave had the
goods: "The only guitarist in the Village
who was any better than Mick at the time
was Jimi Hendrix," says Finn. "He was just
great. And he had gotten a record deal and
needed a band. So Warren and 1ended up
with Mick in The Magic Plants. It was Mick
who took us up to World United Studio and
introduced us to Harry Lookofsky"

Harry Lookofsky is a name that's very
familiar to any obsessive type who actuaUy
reads all the credits on LPs from the '50s

and '60s. He played the violin in orchestral
settings, quartet settings, and solo
settings, on many of the albums that are
likely to be in your own collection as you
read this. Jackie Paris, LaIo Schifrin, Louis
Armstrong. Quincy Jones, Grover
Washington. He had played under the
baton of Arturo Toscanini in Tbe NBC
Orchestra. He recorded solo LPs both

"By that time, George was pretty much
The King of Greenwich Village. He wore
black gloves and capes! George had
good taste, he knew where it was at"

under his own name and that of a
pseudonym, Hash Brown (I am not making
this up). Later, as a budding producer, he
had followed in Les Paul's innovative
footsteps by experimenting witb multi-
track recording, layering violin part after
violin part atop one another.

By the mid-60s, he had his own studio, at
48th and Broadway, called World United.
And - uulike others ofbis generation - he
had his ear to the ground, listening for
The Next Big Thing. And Mick Wexler had
somehow caught his ear.

Finn, Martin and Cameron
pose in perfect harmony

"He was working with a few acts," says
Finn. "Reparata & The Delrons was one of

them. And he ended up producing a single
for The Magic Plants:

Verve #15077 didn't exactly set the charts
on fire. The A-side, 'I'm A Nothing', was a
competent-enough snarl fest, sounding
very much like The Standells both in vocal
style and lyrical intent. But it's the B-side,
'I Know She's Waiting There', that's
interesting. Wexler's singing is
spectacularly awful, as are the lyrics. But
the song itself is reminiscent of groups like
The Beau Brummels or even - with the
tiniest leap 1f faith - The Left Banke.

No matter. Tom Finn could now tell the
girls in the West Village that he had a
record out.

One of his favourite hangonts was a c1uh
called DownFtairs Figaro's. You might
assume thatlit was directly below Upstairs
Figaro's, and you'd be right. Tbe street level
Figaro's was a restaurant, and the teen
club was down one flight to a basement
entrance. One person Tom ran into
frequently in Downstairs Figaro's was
George Cameron, whose 'Gooey Louie'
days were well behind him. George was
now a seen ester, a trendsetter, a man with
an entourage.

"Bythat time, George was pretty much The
King Of Greenwich Village; laughs Finn.
"He wore black gloves and capes! Tiger-
tooth necklaces! There was a big feature in



The New York su~ay News about 'The New
Style In Greeuwi .h Village' or something
like that. Lots of ictures of kids in their
strauge outfits. d there was a big picture
of George. He wa very serious back then,
and we all took Him very seriously. George
had good taste, t.knew where it was at.
He was an elder 1~tesman."

As might be exp,cted, there wasn't very
much milk in Thr, Magic Plants cow. And,
before long, the ijloom was off the rose for
Tom and Warren now going under the
name Warren Darid. "After we had done a
few gigs, Warren and I didn't want to be
with Mick anymdre: says Tom. "The guy
was nuts. So I suggested to Warren that we
start our own thipg. I knew that Lookofsky
was still looking for bands"

!fyou believe in tetaPhYSiCS, you might
be led to imagine that what happened
next may have been a debt settled.
Payback from The RoIling Stones. A
cosmic thank you note to Tom and Warren
for their efforts i~ protecting the Jagger
brand name fron! Mick Wexler.

The Stones were in town for a few days,
and staying in midtown Manhattan, at The
City Squire Hotel. For those few days,
Greenwich Village resembled a ghost town
- for all the girls who would normally be
engaged in the act of Being Seen outside
the West Village's clubs and coffee houses
were elsewhere. "Elsewhere" in this case,

being the comer of 51st Street and 7th
Avenue, where they had formed a
squealing mob, hoping to catch a glimpse
of Mick, Keith or Brian.

"I had just left World United, and I was
walking uptown to catch the subway on
50th Street; says Finn. "And suddenly}
sawall these girls screaming. I figured out
pretty quickly that they were chasing The
RoIling Stones' limo. So 1ducked into a
doorway to watch the action, and
standing next to me was this other kid,
taking it all in just like 1was. 1pointed to
the limo and smiled and said, 'Great way
to make a living, huh?' And he said,
'Damn right!"

SIEVE
Carmelo Esteban "Steve" Martin Caro lived
nearby with his mother, Sarita Heredia - a
Spanish singer who had recorded an LP iu
'63 called Flamenco Fire. His father had
died recently, he was new in town, and he
didn't know anyone in New York.He was
drawn to the crowd outside The City
Squire. Aod so was Tom Finn.

"I was fascinated by this whole scene. So I

kept going back up there to watch the



action. And every time I went up there I'd
run into Steve Martin. And we would just
sing together, in the doorways, while the
girls hovered around waiting for the
Stones to show up. I started teaching him
the harmonies to Beatles songs, and wed
just sing them on the street in two part. I,
of course, thought that I was the better
singer; laughs Finn.

"After the Stones finally left town, I felt
sorry for Steve. He didn't really have any
friends. So I bought him to Downstairs
Figaro's, and said, 'You should hang out
here. There's a lot of people who like all
the same things we like: And one of the
first people we ran into was George."

And, just like that, it was no longer Martin
and Finn singing Beatles songs in a
doorway. Now it was Martin and Cameron
singing Beatles songs in Downstairs
Figaro's. And a small, reverent crowd would
form around tbe duo. "They would stand
right under the speakers and sing along
with whatever record was on. And all these
kids would be watching and listening,
because they were good!" says Tom. "Pretty
soon it got to where they were always
together, always singing. And eventually I
said to Warren that we sbould bring them
up with us to audition for Lookofsky"

Finn had no master plan, no grand vision

for what his next band might sound like.
But he had a drummer in Warren, a
guitarist in George, and three good
singers. He became the bass player by
default. And, by this time, George and
Steve had cribbed together the framework
for a couple of original songs. Additionally
- influenced largely by George - the other
three had completed the sometimes
uneasy transformation into well-dressed,
cleverly-appointed longhairs. As a "band"
they were bluffing. But they were bluffing
brilliantly.

"So Steve and George sang for Harry. I
don't think I sang along the first time, I
think it was just the two ofthem." And
Harry was non-committal. "That's nice,
boys. come back when you have more;"
And it could easily have ended right there.

Now. If this were a Hollywood movie about
a teenage rock 'n' roll hand, the next scene
would contain the following preposterous
scenario: Some nerdy-looking 15 year old
who works there, at his dad's studio -
wrapping up microphone cables, getting
coffee, wearing a white shirt and tie - has
heen watching the four too-hip Greenwich
Village denizens since they came in. He
desperately wants to he part of that world.
And. on a whim, he sits down at the piano.

That's what would happen in the movie,
see. But never in real life.

MIKE
Mike Lookofsky had recently expressed an
interest in the music business, and had
just begun doing odd jobs at the studio.
"When I was 15 I started to work there for
$35 a week; he told Swedish Interviewer
Evenjohan Ottersland in 2005. "IiI clean
up the studio wires. I rememher vividly
cleaning ashtrays, which was probably the
worst part of the job. But IiI be listening to
the tracks they were doing. And at some
point I said, 'I can do this'."

"We had seen this kid slinking around the
studio when we were up there; laughs
Tom. "Once in a while hed play piano on
somebody's demo. He was 16 years old and
a real geek."

George Cameron takes up the story: "So
here's the three of us, all standing around
the piano, and there's Mike playing. And he
couldn't playa note of rock 'n' roll. He had
studied classical music, and he was fine at
that, hut he didn't know any songs. But the
voices jnst blended like butter. We sang a
few Beatles songs that we all knew, and
Mike picked away at them until he figured
them out. He really had no feel for rock 'n'
roll yet. But he liked what he heard, and he
wanted to be part ofit. So he worked at it
until he had it."

As it turns out, the younger Lookofsky had
a bit more experience than he may have
been letting on. He had been a member of
a studio-only "group" called Christopher &

"Everytime I went up there I'd run into
Steve Martin. We would just sing
together, in doorways, while the girls
hovered around waiting for the Stones
to showup"

The Chaps, who had recorded one single
at World United - a droning cover ofBoh
Dylan's 'It's All Over Now, Baby Blue'. But,
just as with The Magic Plants, the Bvside is
more interesting. A standard folk-rocker
called 'They Just Don't Care', it was co-
written by one M Lookofsky. With a more
expensive arrangement, it could have been
a good one for The Mamas & The Papas.

"Never for one second did we think that
hell end up heing in our group; laughs
Finn. "We were real stylin' guys! We all had
long hair, great clothes, the whole look. And
we sang. But when he saw us, he wanted to
be like us - and he wanted it bad"

But young master Lookofsky had

Opposite: Cameron, Brown

and Finn cultivate pensive
moodiness
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something that none of the other boys
had: the keys to the studio. Mike was no
dummy, and neither were they. He had the
keys to the studio, and they had the keys
to his future. So, without any actual
concrete agreement being entered into,
they all began meeting at the studio well
after hours - outside of the elder
Lookofsky's aegis, knowledge, and eyeshot
- to play and sing.

"So we were sort of 'using' him to get into
the studio and jam and work out our
songs; says Finn. "But Mike turned out to
be pretty useful. He had a knack for
writing bridges to unfinished songs."

George and Steve had just about
completed tbree songs. 'I Haven't Got The
Nerve' was dyne, but two others still

needed bridge sections. "Mike helped
George and Steve fmish 'Let Go Of You
Girl' and 'Something On My Mind'; says
Tom. "He would sit at the piano and we
would all stand around singing, with
Mike's tape recorder running. Just about
every song on the first album was more or
less written that way, with everybody
contributing something or other. Mike and
Warren were the ouly ones who could
really play at the ttme"

"The first original song we all sang
together was 'Something On My Mind';
says George. "I bad written most ofthe
song, with some help from Steve. And we
had about half of 'Let Go Of You Girl'. That
was all from me and Steve. Mike wrote the
bridge in 'Let Go Of You Girl' - that part
that has nothing to do with the rest of the
song" [Laughs] "And the instrumental
section, with the strings, in 'Something On
My Mind'."

"When 'California Dreaming' by The
Mamas & The Papas came out, I was very
interested in the way they used the flute in
the middle of the song." Mike remarked to
Even Ottersland. That remark is quite
telling when applied to the bridge in
'Something On My Mind'. Wbile not
melodically similar, each hridge plays the
same role in its respective song. and
complements the rest of the song in the
same way. "When I studied piano, I was
studying Chopin and Mozart. My
grandmother was very influential in my
practicing every day. She was a piano
teacher. So I was exposed to a lot of
classical music. My father would take me
to a lot of recording sessions when I was
around eight years old. So 1beard the
violins and brass instruments."

Night after night, five boys would be
burning the midnight oil at World United.
Eventually, the sessions became a poorly
kept secret. Tbe boys' friends, and several
fawning young ladies, would often be in
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attendance. "Till one night when Harry
showed up at the studio really late, about

11 PM, and there we were," laughs Finn.

"Us and a bunch of girls, and his hoy.

Harry was furious at Mike. He was about
to storm out, and one of us - I can't

remember who - said, 'Harry. Before you

go, wed like you to listen to what we've
been working on:"

"The girts never stopped
screaming." George
cameron becomes the
drummer

So the entire ad hoc band - Tom on bass,
George on guitar, Warren on drums and
Mike on piano - each silently praying

under his breath, one must imagine -

performed the newly-completed
'Something On My Mind', with three part

vocal harmony. And Harry's anger melted

away.

Mindful of the fact that Schierhorst had

become David and his own Caro had

become Martin, Steve began needling
Mike during rehearsals. "Martin, Cameron,

Finn, David, Lookofsky? No. Your dad was

Hash Brown. And now you're Brown.

Brown. Mike Brown, Son Of Hash. Son Of
Hash!' That was fine with Mike,

apparently, other than the "Son Of Hash"
aspect, and he was Michael Brown from

that day forward.

Now able to work out in the open, the boys

stepped up their wood-shedding and
songwriting. "We had so much fun hack

then," says George. "Just a bunch of
completely innocent guys, with no plans
other than making music. And we had the

run of the studio whenever it wasn't being

used by paying customers."

Popular wisdom seems to hold that, at
this point, Brown took the reins and

became the defacto leader of the group.
Not so. "It really bugs me when people
think Brown was the Big Genius in The

Left Banke:' says Tom. "It was all of us. I'm

not trying to take any credit here, I'm

trying to give credit. Mike came up with
some great songs, hut so did George and
Steve. Mike knew nothing about rock 'n'

roll when he got together with us. We

used to have to tell him exactly what to
play. Steve in particular used to really
scream at him. 'No. that's not how it goes!

It goes like this!"

Tom "Fair" Feher, a budding songwriter
with a gift for a flowery lyric well beyond

that of the young men in the still-

unnamed band, began hanging around at
the sessions - and before long became a

"Mikecouldn't playa note of rock 'n' roll.
He had studied classical music, and he
was flne at that, but he didn't know any
songs. So he worked at it until he had it"

"He tells us, 'Well, that sounds very good,
boys'," says Finn. "Let's talk about this

later, and maybe we can record a demo
and see what we can do: So the next time
we saw Harry, he said 'Yes, Td like to
record you boys. And by the way, my son

wants to be in the group: Whoa, we

thought His son wants to be in the group."

They didn't have to think about it for very

long, "Well, they had the power, and they

had the keys. We weren't gonna find some

other producer's kid to let us in late at
night. [laughs] So Mike was in the group.

Harry was very much like Colonel Parker.
Very controlling. He got what he wanted.

But so did we."
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collaborator. He offers some insight into

what each of the boys brought to the table:

"Steve brought his unique voice and a
modest ability to write lyrics. He also had
"the look" that girls were after in those

days. George brought enthusiasm. George

and Steve were actually the first Left
Banke songwriters, initiating the general

style ofthe material.

"Tom Finn brought more musical ability

than most of us really knew at the time.
He'd already had musical theory training at

the point when we were all standing
around the piano and pitching in ideas. I

guess I figured everyoue but Brown was

www.shindig-magazine.c:am

there on the same terms as me: listen to
I

what you liked on the radio and try to

assimilate and emulate it. But Finn had

prior training. Hf also had the desire to

make it really b'.

"Mike Brown, be ides being an excellent

melodist and piTst, had the connection

to the iudustry. '1'mny thing, that; you just
can't do without It,"

Feher makes one very interesting point

there, concernin the songwriting. Most

fans and would- e historians are very
quick to credit T e Left Banke's unique

sound and style to Michael Brown - even
if they're willing to acknowledge the other

band members' contributions. But the

truth is that the first three Left Banke

songs - strongly rooted in that sound and
style - were Cameron/Martin songs. Two
had minor (if very significant) songwriting
contributions fr0r Brown, and the third

had none at all.

"While the rest of us leaned more toward
the Stones' type of image and music,"

continues Feher, "Brown was entranced by

The Beatles and Brian Wilson. And it all
met up right there, on 'Beatles Ground',
because the three vocalists had a blend

that few otber New York groups could

match."

At some point during this time frame, the

boys started discussing what sort of name

they might give to their little combo. Their

memories differ somewhat. Cameron
remembers a discussion during which one

or more of them wanted to call the band

The Roaches. And this may have made
some sense even while sober; Buddy
Holly's Crickets had begat Liverpool's

Silver Beatles, and of course George's own
In-Sect. So Roaches may well have been
Cameron's own idea. But I'm having some
difficulty imagining Dick Clark, on

American Bandstand, grinning his Dick
Clark grin and saying, "And now, ladies

and gentlemen, 'Pretty Ballerina' by The

Roaches!"

Tom Finn says, "I remember it as if it
happened yesterday. I can't give you an

exact date, but it was definitely in '66,
most likely April or May. I was virtually
homeless, and I was sleeping in an office
at 1595 Broadway - which was one half

flight down from World United. I was

passed out in the couch in one of the two
rooms there. Steve and Mike went out to
meet songwriter Scott English, who had a

few hits out."

["A few hits" indeed. 'Help Me Girl', 'Ciao
Baby', 'Hi Ho Silver Lining'. He would later

write 'Bend Me Shape Me' and Barry
Manilow's 'Mandy", and go on to produce

the first Thin Lizzy LP.]



"Anyway,why they met with English I can't
remember - hut, when they came back
they were both really excited. They woke
me up, which didn't make me very happy,
but they said, 'We've got the name for the
group! It's The Left Bank!' They said Scott
had suggested it.

"They asked me for my approval, because
that's the way we did things. 1didn't say
anything for what seemed to be a minute
or two - 1was still half asleep. Then I
thought about it, and I had a vision run
through my head. I swear, I saw a group of
gentlemen rockers, and they were very
well dressed, and one or two of them had
their hair parted down the middle - which
in those days was highly unusual. So, I
shouted, 'I LOVEIT!' I remember Mike
Brown hugged me. George wasn't around,
but the majority ruled. Mike was very
happy.

"I think it was Warren who said we should
add an 'e' to the end of 'Bank' to make it
look more olde fashioned. Like in 'YeOlde
Fellowes' or something like that.

"Roaches?" laughs Tom. "Maybe. Maybe
we called George 'The Roach',"

'WALK AWAY RENEE'
"The first thing we recorded was
'Something On My Mind', says Finn. "Then
'I Haven't Got The Nerve'. Both of those
were Cameron/Martin songs, with some
help from Brown and the rest of us, and
they came out sounding great. The third
song was 'Walk Away Renee'"

And thus begins the legend.

Tom Finn had acquired a stunningly
beautiful girlfriend, by the name of Renee
Fladen. In an era when blondes - natural
or otherwise - were considerably more

thin-on-the-ground than they would be a
few years later, she was the blond goddess
of every repressed teenage boy's dreams.
And Tom innocently marched her in front
of the ultimate Repressed Teenage Boy:
Michael Brown.

"J brought Renee up to the studio and
Brown couldn't stand it," says Tom. "She
would sit under those bright fluorescent
lights with that long blond hair. She
looked like every guy's fantasy. And Brown
could not handle it. Remember, we were
all at the age when we were 'getting it' for
the first time. Well, George was more
experienced than the rest of us, but he was
the exception"

"Renee would walk in the room and you
could See the change on Mike's face,"

agrees Cameron. "He would just melt. I
think she came to three or four rehearsals,
and she got really uncomfortable with the
way Brown would look at her"

Renee was the kind of presence who,
historically, has inadvertently broken up
many a jealous rock 'n' roll band. In fact,
Your Writer has found himself in such a
situation at least twice. But in this case,
something different happened. A song
happened - a song that would shake the
earth in much the same way 'Layla' would
do a few years later, if you like.

"Renee was a reluctant muse; says Tom
Feher. "She was a very private person, and
the idea of suddenly having all this
attention thrust on her as the inspiration
for a hit record was, I'm sure, quite

unnerving"

Nevertheless, the germs of at least three

songs sprung from Michael Brown thanks
to Renee having wandered into his
periphery - making Tom Finn a catalyst
once again.

But the completed version of 'Walk Away
Renee' bore little resemblance to Brown's
original idea. "The first time 1heard Mike
play what eventually became 'Walk Away
Renee', it was nothing like the way it
finally turned out," says Finn. "It was a
modal, very formal arrangement. Like a
marching band playing classical music. It
didn't move. The left hand played the same
note throughout the song. No chords,
except in the verse"

Enter arranger - and unsung hero behind
that song and most of the first Left Banke
LP,apparently - John Abbott. "It was
Abbott who came up with the chords for
the chorus; insists Tom. "He took Brown's
melody, a great melody, and made a song

out of it. And then we all stood around the
piano singing, everyone tweaked a thing or
two here and a thing or two there, and

now we had the song."

"Even on occasions when Mike came up
with a melody all on his own, one or more
of us would always suggest something to
change it; agrees Cameron. "That's just
the way we worked:'

"We did a demo of the song about a week
before we did the finished recording," says
Finn. "Warren played the drums, Jerry
Ciccone played guitar, John Abbott played
the bass. On the final recording, the
drummer - AIRogers - was instructed to
copy Warren's drumming exactly. If you
listen to that recording, and then listen to
'Something On My Mind', which Warren
actually played on, they sound very
similar. Because that was Warren's whole
style."
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Brown's inJal set of unfinished lyrics
were completed by songwriter Tony
Sansone. And that's where the fun
begins. Bot~ Brown and Sansone have
claimed that there really was a "sign that
points one J..ay" and a "lot we used to
pass by, evety day" - the problem being
that each o~them takes credit for having
envisioned ~hat particular street corner,
and places it in a different location.
Brown claiJs to have remembered a
vacant lot b~ a one-way sign, at the
corner of F~mOUth Street and Hampton
Avenue in Brooklyn. "We used to play in
there when we were little children and
have praying mantises drop on our
hands," he remembered during an
interview with music journalist Dawn
Eden. ·The~ were the most beautiful
creatures YO,ucould imagine." And he
claimed to have interpolated that
childhood s~apshot into the song.

Sansone saJ otherwise: "The [corner] I
was writing about [was] Hull Avenue and
207th Street in The Bronx," he wrote in
2008. "It was a two-way street at one time;
and when t~e ONEWAYsign was installed,
a little piece of my world changed. Public
School PS-56 was on the corner, and in the
yard there was a handball court [with] a
lO-foot cement wall. It was there [that] the
heart with my initials [was,] and the heart
was there for almost 20 years. I was 26
when the song was written. at my father's
house on Hull Avenue.

"Brown would just men"
Blonde goddess Renee
Raden

"I never saw or knew Renee." continues

Sansone. "The name was used because
The Beatles wrote 'Michelle', so I thought
[if] they could use a French name, so
could I. Mike went with the flow."
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Well, believe wbom you like. I'm not
inclined to accept Sansone's allegation
that he came up with the name Renee,
given all the evidence to the contrary -
but other than that, both stories are
suitably evocative. What matters. in the
end, is this: Brown channelled his painful
teenage crush into a wonderfully
expressive melody; he and Sansone came
up with one of the most achingly
cinematic stories of unrequited love that
you or I will ever hear; John Abbott
suggested the hearthreaking chord
changes that essentially made the chorus
what it is; and finally the three singers
stood aronnd the piano and invented the
oddly-modal harmonies that hracket the
melody in a straight parallel counterpoint
that takes the listener to the edge of tears.
Not bad fnr a bunch of unruly teenage
rock 'n' rollers.

There's a third name in the songwriting
credits for 'Walk Away Renee'; that of one
Boh Calilli. The only reference to the
extent of his participation that I can find
is on Wikipedia (followed by the ominous
and all-too-common "CITATION
NEEDED!"entry - so again, make of this
what you wilL) It suggests that Mr. Calilli
"received credit in exchange for setting up
the session in which the writing stage of
the song was completed." Well. Iftrue,
that's an excellent little perpetual
paycheck for what probably amounted to
one phone call. Nice one, Boh!

Another oft-told story, which seems to be
traceable to Brown himself, suggests that
one ofMs Fladen's studio visits took place
during the tracking session for the song;
and that Brown's hands were shaking so
badly that he couldn't play his harpsichord
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part, and had to come back and do it later
after she left. Nonsense, says Tom Finn.
"Renee was absolutely not there when he
was recording that song. I do remember
him having trouble playing once, when she
was at a rehearsal. But it wasn't at the
session:"

You might think that everyone involved
would realise they were on the cusp of
greatness, and could work through a
minor distraction like this one. And you'd
probably be right. But things were falling
apart in other ways as well. The band very
nearly splintered for good before they even
finished their big song.

"Bythe time we got to 'WaIk Away Renee',"
says Tom, shaking his head, "Steve and
Mike were ready to kill each other. There
were times when George and I had to go
over to Steve's place and beg him to come
to the studio. Even before we had recorded
anything. He couldn't stand Brown. By the
tim e the tracking session was done. Steve
and Mike weren't even speaking to each
other."

Still, the backing track for the song was
completed without further incident - with
a beautifully understated orchestral
arrangement hy producer Ahbott, who also
played bass. Michael Brown was the only
member of the actual group who played on
the track. "Harry knew a lot of New York
musicians. and he got some string players
who were friends of his to work very

"Renee would walk in the room and you
could see the change on Mike's face. He
would just melt. I think she came to
three or four rehearsals, and she got
really uncomfortable with the way he
would look at her"

cheapjly]," laughs Finn. George "Fluffer"
Hirsh is on the near-inaudible guitar, and
Al Rogers is the drummer. "The rest of us
were really still learning." says Finn.

What happened next is as confusing now as
it must have been to Tom, George, and
Steve the day it happened. Apparently
Michael Brown, dissatisfied with the way
things with the band were going, pulled
Warren aside conspiratorially and
suggested that the two of them fly secretly
to Los Angeles and put a new band
together without the three singers. How
this might have seemed like a good idea is
heyond the scope of human understanding.
but apparently Warren was easily
convinced. There remained, of course, the

prohlem of financing such a trip.
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Michael, like any card-carrying teenage
nerd in the '60s, had had a coin collection
as an adolescent. He surmised that he
could get enough money, hy selling it, to
procure two plane tickets - and he didn't
think ahead much further than that. "I
don't remember how we found out ahout
it," says Tom, "Bit we were already on our
way to the studi~ to put the vocals on
'Walk Away Renee'. So we told Harry what
had happened" I

Among the things that Michael hadn't
hothered to think througb was the fact
that he was still a minor. Harry Lookofsky,
beside himself with anger, made one
phone call and had the two adventurers
pulled off the plane hy marshals as soon as
it landed. "And that was the end of Warren
in the group," la'jghs Finn. One imagines
that Harry surmiFed - or Mike convinced
him - that the whole thing had heen
Warren's idea, and that Mr Greenwicb
Village Street Person had sold poor little
Mikey on a fantastic pipe dream of
achieving stardom in fabled Los Angeles -
where, of course, there would be six
Ranees for every boy.

Harry Lookofsky, thinking quickly, didn't
waste a second. "Even before the cops put
Mike on a plane and sent him back, Harry
bought us some bot dogs and gave us a
couple of bucks and had us put the vocals
on the song." laughs Finn. "God bless him
for that. He had done a lot of work,
bringing in all his friends on strings, and
he wanted to finish it."

Still, more hurdles had to be run hefore
the song was finished: "Steve was so angry
that day that he didn't even want to sing
it," says Tom. "Harry and Steve Jerome had
to keep stopping the tape and going back
to the beginning, because Steve was so
pissed off that he would just mumble his
way through the song. Meanwhile, Steve's
on one mic and George and I are on
another one, in a booth. But we're on the

same track. So every time he has to do it
again, we all bave to do it again. Harry and
Jerome finally got a take they liked, and
then George and I went hack and douhled
our parts. Steve didn't double his. The only
song he doubled the lead vocal on was
'She May Call YouUp Tonight':

Despite all this, everyone concerned knew
that they had just completed something
that they could sell - even if they all
thought the band wouldn't exist long
enough to reap its benefits.

"Paul Thornton from The Godz was a
friend of ours," says Tom. "He was the first
outsider that heard 'Renee'. We brought
him up to the studio with his two
girlfriends while Steve Jerome was mixing

it. So I said, 'Whaddaya think, Paul?' And



he answered, 'Well, it's better than
anything The Beatles have ever done. I'll
tell ya that much: And he meant it!"

Lookofskyenthusiastically shopped the
record all over town, with the bouncy 'I
Haven't Got The Nerve' as its intended B-
side. Incredibly, several labels passed on it
- despite its instant hit sound and Harry's
reputation in the industry. Finally Mercury
records released the record on its
subsidiary label, Smash (home to country
cornball Roger Miller, NYCgirl group The
Angels, and - in the USA- Millie Small) in
July ofl966.

'Renee' entered the national Billboard

chart at #69.Michael Brown did not enter
Renee.

Renee Fladen has never spoken publicly, or
for attribution, about 'Walk AwayRenee'.
She was and is, by all accounts, a "very
private person", as noted earlier by Tom
Feher. She must have found the entire
situation utterly mortifying. And in the
end, she - wait for it - "walked away".

The song caused quite a stir as it sailed
up the charts. It was wildly popular in
Erie, Pennsylvania, and then in most of
the major cities in Ohio - and before
long, it was a national hit. Reviews and
articles in newspapers and teen
magazines scrambled to name this whole
new genre they had just discovered, and
finally someone came up with "Baroque
Pop". Tom Finn shakes his head. "We
never called our sound 'Baroque Pop'. Vie
didn't call it anything! We didn't even
know we had a 'sound'. [laughs] We
thought we were just a logical
progression from what bands like The
BeatIes had been doing lately. But the
name stuck"

As did the goodwill in the fledgling music
press, which was still - in those days -
considerably less an industry tastemaker
than your local newspaper was. Rut they
knew when they had something. They
heralded the new "Baroque Pop" and
before long the lyrics to 'Walk AwayRenee'
were being dissected in secondary school
creative writing classes.

"To me, 'Walk AwayRenee' isn't even
about a girl; says Tom Finn. "It's about
saying goodbye to your childhood. All the
symbols are there in the song. 'Walk Away
Renee! Goodbye childhood!' And now
you're ready to do the things a man does. It
was a powerful statement"

"It was an unusual lyric, and it really got
people's attention; says Cameron. "Who
the hell starts a song with the word 'and'?"

Tom Feher offers this observation: life in the banke, summer '67. Photos by Cookie Wrublewski Dakes
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"Renee', as a hit record. was a total
surprise. It wasn't particularly well liked

by the group members. But once the

record entered the Top 100, everyone
would want to be the first to read tbe

Cashbox and Billboard charts as soon as

they came out each week. There was a
third trade publication, called Record

World, and 'Renee' also placed very bigb

there, #2 or #3~

(Fans in tbe UK may be scratching their
beads at all this talk of chart-topping.

Because most of them first heard the song

when The Four Tops covered it in '68, and

had the hit version there. Their record was
a hit in the USA also, but most Americans

would remember the original version

rather than the cover. This has led to some
confusion about the lyrics as well - fans of
the Tops' version routinely insist that the

singer and his now-departed girlfriend

used to pass by a "light" rather than a
"lot", thanks to the redoubtable Levi
Stubbs' accent.)

Meanwhile, the band - rejoined by the
chastised Michael Brown - bad several

fires to put out, and quickly. The record

company wanted them back in the studio.
Lookofsky - now their manager - wanted
them out on the road. And they had no

drummer.

"So I had to switch to drums, because we
were going to be playing in front of people
very soon," says George. "I had never

played drums before. It was good for me. I
needed to keep my hands busy. So Jeff
Winfield came in on guitar." (Winfield can

be heard on only one song on the first Left

Banke LP, but he certainly made it count.

The song was 'Lazy Day', a hard-charging,

nervously incessant rocker drenched in

Wonh and I!1nit ~ MIKE BROWN

fuzzed-out guitar - loaded with anger,
despite the title. and quite unlike anything

else on the record.)

eyes". 'Renee' hld peaked nationally at a,
heady #5. 'Ballerina' made it as high as

#15 - not too stiabby, but it missed the
ITop 10. i

"But George was a natural," says Tom. "He

always had a pair of drumsticks in his

hands, even though he had never played
the drums. He used to drum on the sides

of tables"

Once again, Brown was the only member

of the band - which, at that moment, had
no drummer anyway - to play on the

recording. And Isince it's a solo vocal

performance by rteve Martin - Finn and

Cameron are not on the recording at all.

But the B-side, J.e aforementioned
Brown/Martin cl,mposition 'Lazy Day',

was the first Leti Banke release to he

recorded by the actual band, and the

entire band at that. Finn makes a very
confident debut on bass; ditto Cameron on

drums. And Jeff Winfield's slashing guitar

utterly dominates the song, which could

not possibly be more different than its
precious, fragile-sounding A-side.

Unfortunately for him, he was out of the

band before the record was even released.

First things first: another record. "We had

to get an album together very quickly,"

says Finn. "Renee' had shot up to #5 and
Mercury wanted another single and an

album. And we only had three songs,"

'PREITY BALLERINA'
Brown, still lovesick, reached down deep

and came up with 'Pretty Ballerina',

which became the band's next single. The

song had a remarkable, hewitching

melody. Brown offered some insight to
Even Ottersland: "I'm fascinated by
mistakes. When 1 make a mistake when
going from one chord to another, that

nsnally leads to me writing something.

That's my signature, I think - getting odd
tbings to fit evenly." There was no better
example than 'Pretty Ballerina', and that

may have kept it from as successful a

chart run as the other song about the girl
with "hair so brilliant that it hurt my

Although the composition is credited
solely to Michael Brown, Tom Finn isn't so
sure. Certainly there was no three-singers-
standing-around-the-piano situation in

I
this case, but Filfn opines, "I'm sure Steve

came up with a significant part of the

melody for that song. It sounds very much
like Steve."

But no one was thinking in those terms at
the time. "I didn't even koow what
'songwriting' was, in those days." Finn
shrugs. "You sign a contract? They give

you money? I had no idea:'"How are you supposed to follow Vanilla
Fudge or The Vagrants with 'Pretty
Ballerina'? We'd get polite applause"

In between furiously writing songs and

struggling to record them properly, the

band needed to get out and start playing

live. "The first show we did was at a
cburch in The Broux, wbere Tony Sansone

THE LEFT BANKE
IS
RlGHT
AGAINI. pretty

ballerina



was from; says Tom. "He set it up for us"

They wanted to make a memorable
entrance at their first show, so they hired a

limousine to deliver them to the church in
style. To further ensure a good impression
on the crowd waiting outside. they

brought Renee.

The band was paid $100 for their

performance. The limousine cost them 75.
Renee, one presumes. levied no fee.

As was typical for most young bands of the

day that bad one hit record. their set

consisted of three or four of their own

songs and some tried-and-true favourites
by other groups. "But you should have
heard them screaming when we played

'Renee'; says George.

Tbey began touring in earnest, while still

working to finish their first LP. And they

found out, very quickly, the same thing

The Beatles had found out when they
became wildly popular: they could not

hear themselves over the wail of a roomful

of screaming girls. Not a good situation for
a band that based its entire sound on
in tricate vocal interplay.

George Cameron, in particular, had a very

tough time. He was playing a new,

unfamiliar instrument, and trying gamely

to sing at the same time. "When we were

out on the road, the local bands that
opened for us would blow us off the

stage; he laughs. "They had better
equipment. They had monitors so they

could hear themselves. We didn't have any
of that. 1was sitting in the back. on the
drums, and 1couldn't hear anything

except drums. Sometimes I'd just stop
singing altogether."

'Yeah, that was very rough on George;

agrees Tom Finn. "Forget about singing in

tune in a situation like that. Forget about
singing at all. On the other hand, when we

played live while 'Renee' was a big hit, you
couldn't hear the drums either. All you

could hear was screaming girls. So Iguess

it didn't matter. But it mattered to us.

"I remember when we first played in Ohio.
Girls screaming nonstop, and we were just

terrible; he groans. "We couldn't hear a

thing. In fact, I remember reading

something recently on Eric Carmen's

website. He went to see us when we played

in Cleveland. He said he was shocked at

how horrendous we sounded. And he was
right!"

By this time,Jeff Winfield's tenure in the

band was over. "He was too good for

Brown; says George. "Rick Brand ended up
in the hand because Mike turned down
every decent guitar player in New York

City. And he turned them down because

they were good. They were too smart to
take his direction. So he got a guy who was

actually a banjo player. A guy who would
do what he wanted:

"A real ass-kisser!" laughs Finn.

THE FIRST ALBUM
With five-and-a-half tracks completed -

work had already begun on the spectacular

Brown/Martin composition 'Shadows

Breaking Over My Head' - and, record

company pressure mounting, the boys went
back into the studio in January '67 to finish
work on the album, at their label's own

Mercury Studios. It was a considerable step

up from World United, and with an equally

considerable history - countless jazz
luminaries had recorded there, including

Charlie Parker. Harry Lookofsky now sat
alone in the producer's chair, sans Steve

and Bill Jerome.John Abbott was still on

hand to contribute arrangements for a few
of the remaining songs.

"John Abhott is the unsung hero of that
album; says Finn emphatically. "He didn't

just go into a room and write a chart and

hand it to the musicians. He listened

carefully to every idea that any of us had -

and we had plenty of ideas, believe me. His

arrangements were always a product of all
our suggestions. He knew how to interpret

our ideas. And it was John Abbott that really
made 'Walk Away Renee' what it turned out

to be" "He would help us, instead of just
handing us something he had done and
saying 'sing this?' agrees George.

After completing 'Shadows Breaking Over

My Head', an Abbott arrangement, tbe

band quickly knocked off five more songs,

most of them still using studio musicians

instead of Finn, Cameron, and Brand - the
exception being 'Let Go Of You Girl', the

Cameron/Martin song with tbe Michael
Brown hridge, which features the entire
band galloping througb the song as if they

had been playing it for years. It should be
noted that, if you ignore the
sessionography notes available for the first
time in the Sundazed reissue of the alhum,

it's very difficnlt for the listener to tell

which tracks use studio musicians and

which ones have the actual band members

playing. Given a little bit more time, they

could easily have played them all, and

played them just as well. #

'She May Call You Up Tonight' is the third

song in the "Renee trilogy", if you will.

Once you know the story, it's painfully

obvious [literally!) that lead vocalist
Martin is singing the role of Brown in a
conversation with Finn. The song contains

anotber interesting middle section: an
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instrumental break with no soloing

instruments. Just a series of nervous,

insistent piano chords plowing their way

through Joe Mack's strange, swooping bass
line and session ace Hugh McCracken's
ringing, arpeggiated guitar chords. I

maintain that McCracken accidentally
invented 'SOs in die-rock on this date,
armed with only two "sus 2" chords. Thank
him if you're so inclined.

Rare Japanese cutting
featuring the classic five-
piece line-up of Finn,
Martin, Brown, Cameron
and Rick Brand

Brown partnered up with lyricist Feher on

three of the new tracks: the medieval-

sounding 'Barterers And Their Wives', the

rip-roaring 'Evening Gown' and 'What Do

You Know' - a track even more atypical of
the band's outpnt than 'Lazy Day'. On the

face of it, it's a simple, loping country song
- but McCracken's very busy pair of guitars

presage Clarence White's work with The

Byrds on songs like 'Time Between' by
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several months. And the only Michael

Brown lead vocal on a Left Banke song -
mercifully so, some detractors would say -

gives the song a strange, world-weary

aspect that really suits the lyric. Two high-
harmony parts were added by Finn, in a
style that deliberately mirrors Brown's
nasal lead.

Feher's lyrics gave the songs a whole new

dimension and added yet more mystery to

the sound of the album. "Dylan was my

man; he says emphatically, "and Iwas

included in the group's formation and the

first album specifically because I had 'a

way with words':

And there you have it - the LP, quickly

released in February '67 - the following
month! - as Walk Away Renee/Pretty
Ballerina. (Who did Mercury think they

were - Motown?)

And now for some thoughtful analysis.
This is one of the most brilliant albums

ever made, by anyone. A crashing together

of several strong-willed minds and

hundreds of cross-purposed ideas;
coalescing in a way that, by rights, never

should have worked. How on earth can

'Lazy Day' share the same chunk of vinyl
with 'Pretty Ballerina'? And how can either

of them sit comfortably nest to 'Barterers

And Their Wives'? Yet the album flows

beautifully. And most people - from casual

listeners all the way up to rabid superfans

- tend to credit The Genius Of Michael

Brown.

Without taking anything away from

Brown - to whom the overused word
"genius can certainly be applied without
any puffery - that's a horrible injustice. A
quick glance at the songwriters' and

arrangers' credits will tell you that. And if
you aren't willing to take Finn and

Cameron's words on that subject at face
value, maybe you should read what

Michael Brown bimself said in an '85

interview for the liner notes to Rhino's
History Of The Left Banke compilation: "If
you're talking about playing an

instrument, I was defmitely a step ahead
ofthe other guys. But they made up for
that in their own ways. The group was the

sound. And if there were parts on the

record that sounded good, I would Say
everyone was responsible,"

The album peaked nationally at #67, and

if that seems like a disappointing

performance to you, I urge yOU to

consider what other 12" artifacts were

flung into the world that year. And The

Left Banke themselves were flung into the
world as well; or, more correctly. into a

van. A hit record, then as now.

necessitates a tour, You will sell more

records in Chicago if the fans can se~ you
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in Chicago. So - full of rancour and
mutual dislike - out they went.

The throngs of adoring girls must have

been a nice tonic for five boys who
basically couldn't stand each other. But,
now that they had a big hit, the problems

they had had on stage at local shows just

got worse: the screaming, which had left

them unable to hear themselves, just got

louder. It was discouraging. to say the

least, to have crafted this music so

carefully and then get up onstage and

have no idea whether or not you were
singing the right notes. There were bright

spots, though: "It was great when we
opened for The Beach Boys," says

Cameron. "They let us use all their

equipment, and they had incredible stage
monitors. We conld hear ourselves
singing, for the first time ever. Iwasn't

even afraid to sing!" [laughs]

"The Mamas & The Papas also let us use

their gear when we played with them; says

Finn. "What a difference. The singing

sounded great. The rest of the time, I have
no ideal"

Michael Brown was the first to crack

under these multiple pressures, as well
you might imagine. "I was very mortified

going onstage. We were booked in very
bad places. And we had inadequate

equipment. I remember we did a show in

Detroit, playing with some Motown bands.

We had good equipment. If we had always

had something like that, Iprobably

"The Beach Boys let us use all their
equipment, and they had incredible
monitors. We could hear ourselves
singing, for the first time ever. I wasn't
even afraid to sing!"

wouldn't have stopped touring."

But he had noted, with considerable
interest, what had happened in the
aforementioned Beach Boys camp. Brian

Wilson, two years earlier, had had a

nervous breakdown on a flight from Los
Angeles to Houston, at the very beginning

of another gruelling tour, and he went

home. For the sake of his own wellbeing,

he then decided to stay home - and craft

Beach Boys songs while the rest of the

band soldiered on with a replacement. To
Michael Brown, who was already widely
thought of as the songwriting genius in
The Left Banke. this sounded like quite a

lovely idea. His father's industry

connections must also, certainly, have led

to several conversations hetween the elder
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and younger Lookofsky about songwriting,

publishing, and ~oyalties - advice and

counsel that the ~ree blissfully-ignorant

singers were not receiving.

I
"Yeah, Mike had tead about how Brian
Wilson replaced Fselfin the live band,
so he could just ,tay home and be a

genius. So he said, 'Ob! I can do that too!'

and he held audi~ons for piano players. A

bunch of guys caFe in. I remember Moogy

Klingman [later famous for his work with

Todd Rundgren, knd for writing the Buzzy

Linhart/Bette ~dler classic 'Friends]
heing one of them. And the guy that Mike

liked best was Emmett Lake, who was the
music editor at The East Village Other. We
went along with it." And why not; it must

have improved the general mood in the
van considerably, especially given the state
of Mike and Steve's relationship at that

time.

So with the album barely a few weeks old,

Brown went home, and the band gamely
soldiered on - sometimes able to hear

themselves and ometimes not.

'IVY IVY
It's hard to tell ctly what may have
heen on Brown's rnd when he decided -

immediately up0l' returning to New York -

to record a song j'e had alledgedly co-
written with Fehr called 'Ivy Ivy', and

release it as a single under the name The

Left Banke without the knowledge or

approval of any of the other band

members. The singer was Bert Sommer, a
musician friend who would - in '71 - have
a hit on his own with 'We're All Playing In
The Same Band'. He's also notorious - or

not, as it turns out - for being one of only
two or three performers at Woodstock

whose name no one can ever remember.
(Quill, anyone? Sweetwater?)

Back to that "alledgedly" part: though "Ivy

Ivy' was copyrighted as a Brown/Feher
composition, in reality it was all
Feher's. "Brown and his father got me in a
room, and said - with their alligator
smiles - 'You wanna have an A-side on a

record release? All you need to do is give
Mike half of the songwriting credit?'

Several years later, Brown actually righted

this wrong and deeded Feher's full royalty

rate back to him - but the copyright still
reads as it originally did.

The song was as ambitious as its release was
audacious. The session took place in
February '67 - incredibly, the same month in
which the LP was released. The guitarist was

one Michael McKean, who - in an alternate
universe - was, as David St Hubbms,

currently penning the Spinal Tap hippie



anthem 'Listen ToThe Flower People'. The
B-side of the single was J\nd Suddenly', later
covered by The Cherry People. A third track,
which didn't surface until the release of the
There's Gonna Be A Storm compilation in '92,
was a stunning version of 'Men Are Building
Sand', a song Brown would later revisit - in
a very different arrangement - with the
hand Montage.

"Those songs did get released; says Tom,
"But we went to court and stopped them,
because we rightfully owned the name.
Brown had quit the band, the band still
existed, and the court agreed with us."

The single is ultimately dissatisfying,
despite the two great songs. Sommer, a
very good singer, was completely unsuited
to the material and out of his element. He
sounds, essentially, like a Muppet on these
tracks. 'Ivy Ivy' could have been sublime
with Martin. Finn. and Cameron singing.
But I'd have to think that they would have
rejected 'And Suddenly' as being too
sunshine-pop-oriented, and well out of
The Left Banke's comfort zone. None of
which mattered, of course, when they
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found out about the single's release. Livid.
they hired lawyers and got a judge to agree
that Brown had used the name without
permission. Smash Records were nearly as
livid as they, and quickly "withdrew
support" from the single - which means,
in English, that they let it die quietly
without any promotion.

The remaining band members were back
out on the road - with Lake and Brand,
and new management - honouring their
commitments. But song pluggers were
pitching them new material.

"We turned down a lot of songs from
outside songwriters; remembers Tom.
"One of them was 'Sunday Will Never Be
The Same', which became a big hit for
Spanky & Our Gang. But there was no way
we were gonna sing, 'I remember children
feeding flocks of pigeons?' [laughsj"And
you know what? The Left Banke gets
lumped together, by a lot of people, with
bands like Spanky & Our Gang, The
Association, The Turtles. I don't get that.
We never did any of that 'Ba ba ba ba ba'
thing they all did. Nothing wrong with
that, it just wasn't us at all:'

Now the band was, it would seem.
permanently split into two factions - with
the singers on one side, and The Boy
Genius and his father/manager on the
other. But it got worse. The band, then still
including Brown, had been sent out on
tour and paid a mere pittance for their
trouble. Even given the tremendous
amount of overhead in mounting a tour-
even in those innocent days - something
didn't seem right. As far as the band
members were concerned, all fingers
pointed to manager Harry Lookofsky -
and eventually, Brown came to the same
conclusion himself "Mike had a hig falling
out with his father, because he basically
felt his father had ruined his career; says
Finn. "So they stopped talking."

At some point serious thought needed to
be paid to the idea of another single. An
entire season going by without a new
single was absolutely unheard of in those
innocent days. And The Left Banke had
not been heard from since February (or

March. if you count 'Ivy Ivy'.)
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'DESIREE'
Cooler heads prevailed, and Michael
Brown re-entered the picture in june -
with another stnnning new song he had
written with Tom Feher, called 'Desiree',
He intended it to be The Left Banke's
masterpiece,

"It was recorded in Capitol Stndios, in New
York; remembers Feher. "In a room that
Frank Sinatra had used, Big enough for an
entire orchestra"

Several familiar faces were involved in the
project - without whom the comfort zone
would have been considerably smaller, one
imagines, Hugh McCracken was back on
gnitar,Joe Mack on bass - and the
arrangement was written by Jobn Abbott,
who had assembled an entire 27-piece
orchestra this time, not just a string section.
The producer on the date: Michael Brown.

It was an incredibly ambitious song - with

an intense, joyful lead vocal by Steve,
soaring "la la la" barmonies by Tom and
George, mysteriously yearning lyrics by
Feher, and an explosive orchestral
arrangement by Abbott.

"Mikewas jumping up and down saying, 'It's
a hit, it's a hit!'~ remembers Feher. "I didn't
hear it. The whole world was trying to
sound like Cream, and The Left Banke were
still trying to hang on to something earlier;'

Brown's production ended up sounding a
bit murky - which contributes to the
song's air of mystery. As it turns out, this
was not deliberate, He was a novice at this
whole record productiou thing. At the end
of the session, he dutifully made a
"reference mix" for eyeryone to take home

and listen to - in mono, "And then,"
reveals Finn, "he accidentally erased the
original multi-track tape!"

There was neither time nor money to re-
record the song, especially given the size
of the undertaking. So what you hear on
the record is actnalIy that reference mix,

Another '67 promo shot
without Brown
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which was never' intended for release. And
that's why there as never been a stereo
version of 'Desir eO.

The single was r leased in June, backed

with Tve Got s]ething On My Mind' -
and sputtered in 0 the charts at #98,
where it stalled. ven given its unique
sound and born astic approach, it should
have fared muc better with the public.

What went wrof.?
Simple, Radio p grammers might have
short memories, but they're generally good
for at least a courle of months. And the
release of 'Desiree' came fairly quickly on
the heels of the 'Ivy Ivy' debacle. "Is this
the 'real' Left Banke? Is it that other guy,
the one that they sued? Is it the guy who's
gonna make the Spinal Tap movie in 17
years? We don't \<now.We don't care. And
it ain't worth th~ headache. We're not
playing this thing"

'Desiree' sank without a trace. And that
was the end of Michael Brown and The
Left Banke, again.

Around this time a young lady, with the
utterly perfect name of Cookie
WrubIewski, had a cbance to interview
The Left Banke when they played the Clay
Cole TV show. "Tom was the jokester and
take-charge person; she remembers. "He

took my camera and started taking
pictures of everyone. Steve was quiet, and
George hardly said a word. The two that
were the most outgoing were Tom and
Rick. We ended the interview with, 'You
don't really know The LB until you have
met them personally, and when you have
met them, you don't want to leave them'."

"Rick asked my friend Carrie and I to take
over the band's fan club," she continues,
"because Tambi, who had been doing it,
had left. So here we were, running a major
artist's fan club, but we were too young to
go to any of their shows! I was 15 and
Carrie was 16, so we couldn't get into the
clubs. The management team was very
protective of us, and they let us go to the
rehearsals every once in awhile, or up to
Olmstead Studios"

And thus passed The Summer DfLove. Sgt
Pepper, The Doors, Piper At The Gates Of

Dawn and Surrealistic Pillow in the air;
and The Left Banke in a van, trying to hear
themselves onstage.

Thus also passed The Autumn Of Love, The
Winter Of Love and The Spring Of Love.
Brown had decamped, with John Abbott, to
work on the very flowery and ambitious
Montage LP.And the remaining members
of The Left Banke were not quite sure what
their next move was. But finally they set to

work on a new single and album.



'DARK ISTHE BARK'
Enter an unlikely hero: Tom Finn,
Songwriter. "Tom really saved the band by
taking the reins," says George. "On the
second album, he really came into his
own. And he took the band in a little bit of
a different direction. Which is what we
wanted anyway. Steve, especially, didn't
want to be 'The Singer'. So I have two lead
vocals on that album, and Tom has two.

"I liked the second album better," be
continues. "It had more depth to it. Less
fluffy stuff"

The first two songs were recorded
specifically for a Single, in May '68, at
Olmstead Studios. 'Dark Is The Bark' was
written by all three singers, and 'My Friend
Today' by Finn alone. If the background
vocals sound a bit different than you're
used to, there's a reason: Finn decided to
bring in a fourth singer for the session. His
name was Steve Talarico and he was the
drummer for a local New York band called
The Chain Reaction, with whom Tbe Left
Banke shared a management team called
Rubott Associates. He was a hungry,
ambitious kid, determined to make it in
the business. Which he would certainly
accomplish, a few years later, as Steven
Tyler.

"He was just a kid from Yonkers; laughs
Finn. "But he could really sing. I couldn't
really depend on Steve and George at the
time. They were always drinking."

The producer/arranger was New York
jazzman Artie Schroek - pronounced
"Shrek", yes - who also played drums and
vibraphone on both songs. Like 'Desiree',
both of the songs were spectacularly deep,
inventive, and ambitious; and. like
'Desiree', their potential as hit records was
essentially zero.

Tbe band members were not happy with
Schroeks towering orchestral
arrangements. "I remember when I came
up with the beginning of what eventually
turned into 'Dark Is The Bark'," says Finn.
"Steve wrote the lyric. And it was
supposed to sound like 'She's Leaving
Home' by The Beatles. It wasn't supposed
to be a big jazz band"

In all my years of listening to that song
and marvelling at it, I had never made tbat
now-ohvious connection. Schroek had
completely buried it. The single was
released in June, and competely failed to
chart. And The Left Banke never appeared
in the charts again.

Still, Smash Records wanted a second Left

Banke LP.And thank goodness. Because
some rabid fans, myself included, think
the second album is even better than the
first one.

LEFT BANKE TOO
"I fought to get Tom Feher more involved,"
says Finn. "He was writing the best songs
around, I thought. So he gave us some
great ones" An understatement. Feher had
finally developed the confidence to write
songs on his own, rather than just lyrics,
and his work on Left Banke Too is simply
stunning. The album begins with his song
'Goodbye Holly', with lead vocal by George
Cameron; huge clanging guitars by Finn,
who also plays bass; Feher on piano; and a
very unlikely drummer: Steve Marm. "We
didn't even know he could play!" laughs
George. "He'sjust a natural; agrees Finn.
"He surprised us on the vibes once too."

The song manages an unusual trick: it
sounds nothing like the earlier Left Banke.
and sounds exactly like the earlier Left
Banke. A bright, sunny pop anthem that
should, by all rights, have sailed straight
into the Top 10. It's impossible to
understand, given the time frame, why it
did not.

Feher also contributed the song with
George's other lead vocal, 'Bryant Hotel' -
perhaps the band's moodiest track, and
marking Rick Brand's last appearance with
the band (on banjo). There are two pianos
bashing away barrelhouse-style on the
song; the standard piano is played hy
Feher, and the '20s-f1avoured "tack piano"

"Atthe end of the session, Mike dutifully
made a reference mix of 'Desiree' for
everyone to take home and listen to - in
mono. And then, he accidentally erased
the original multi-track tape!"
hy producer Paul Leka, who was
responsible for The Lemon Pipers' 'Green
Tambourine' and its accompanying
schizoid LP.

With The Lemon Pipers, Leka had taken a
hard blues/psychedelic band and turned
them into one of the first "bubblegum"
groups. Not without som e growing pains,
of course. He allowed them to record some
of their own songs in their own style in
exchange for recording others he wrote or
assigned, in a pure pop style that was
completely foreign to them. The Lemon
Pipers Green Tambourine LP is a very
strange amalgam of chirpy pop tunes like
'Rice Is Nice', blues-rock like 'Stragglin'
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Behind' - on which the singer sounds like
The Grateful Dead's Pigpen McKernan -
and psychedelic monsters like 'Through
With You'.

So Leka caIIJe in with a reputation, and an
agenda. These songs were going to sound
the way he wanted tbem to sound, period.
He was the anti-John Abbott.

"We lost a lot when we lost John Abbott;
sighs Cameron. "He would listen to us
singing and suggest changes. After he left
we ended up being produced by all these
crazy 'Green Tambourine' guys." "When it
was all done, Leka sat us down to hear
the mixes; says Finn. "He turned the
lights off and lit some candles and
incense. Then he played the album. We
were not happy." "He ruined that album,"
spits George. "We sat him down after we
heard all that crazy psychedelic stuffhe
had put between the songs, and said,
'What is this? This is not what we want.
We don't want to be Sgt Pepper: Steve and
I were jumping up and down screaming
at him. The record company got really
angry at us. They said, 'You guys are too
difficult to handle'."

Strip off all the goofy between-songs Leka-
isms, though, and you have a rather
amazing album. In fact, those who first
heard these songs, re-sequenced, on the
'92 CD compilation There's Gonna Be A
Storm, may wonder what all the anger was
about. Because - other than the
'Revolution 9'-like silliness that follows
Tom Finn's majestic song of the same
name - all of that was removed on the
latter-day comp (including Lekas
remarkably trite and silly needle-in-groove
noise at the end of side one) letting the
songs stand on their own. And they stand
on their own incredibly well.

To Lekas credit, he was receptive to the
band members' insistence that they be
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allowed to play on their own record this
time. "Well, we had been out there on the
road for almost two years, and getting

much better at it all the time;' says Finn.

"Why shouldn't we play? We weren't really
ready on the first album - no. But now we
were."

Feher's third contrihution, 'Sing Little Bird
Sing', is one of Steve Martin's finest vocal

performances. 'In The Morning Light' is a

sweet, sunny pop song - with brass

section - recorded at the 'Desiree' session,
with Brown on piano and organ. And
Finn's 'Nice Tn See You', on which he sings

the lead vocal. is another mini-
masterpiece, despite Leka's attempts to
bury it under cascading Mantnvani-style

violins and violas, and deftly-plucked

harps.

One song from an outside writer was used:
'Give The Man A Hand'. It fits brilliantly
with the rest of the album. "Marvin

''Wesat him down after we heard all that
crazy psychedelic stuff Paul Leka had
put between the songs, and said, 'What
Js this? This is not what we want. We
don't want to be Sgt Pepper.'"

Potocki was a guy that was just kind of
hanging around; says Tom Finn. "He was a

pretty good guitar player. in the Chet

Atkins style. A good finger-picker. We liked

the song, and it sounded great for Steve's
voice. That's Marvin on the record, finger-

picking the acoustic guitar."

All the participants are quite proud of the

album - especially since the world at large
had basically counted them out after

Brown's departure - but Finn is

philosophical: "It was a new experience for
me, songwriting. I don't think it was as
good as it could have been, if I had had
more tlme"

Left Banke Too - originally titled Dress

Rehearsal- was released in November '68,

within days of another rather good record:
a double LP with a white cover called The

Beatles. One of those albums did rather

well, the other did not, Still, the group's

real fans were delighted to hear what the

band could still accomplish.

The cover photograph sparked some
controversy. Shot at the Woolworth

Mansion, it showed the three remaining

band members in period garb, in some

sort of effort to reinforce the "Baroque
Rock" tag. But in the back there lurks a

mysterious hooded monk-like figure; and
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conspiracy theorists were quick to assume
that it was Michael Brown, or at least

someone meant to represent him. In

reality it was the band's friend Fred

Adams, who was invited into the photo

just because one or more of the band
members thought it was a funny idea.

And then back out on the road they went,
this time with Feher on piano and

guitarist Tim Hayden. And a rather odd set
list under the circumstances: "Not one

song on Left Banke Too was ever played
live in front of an audience; says Finn, as if

he still can't believe it himself. "But we did

go out and play live after it came oUL" "We
were doing a lot of covers: says Cameron.
"Even then."

And, even though they were headlining,

they were still occasionally being blown

off the stage by their opening acts. "Even
when we were at home; laughs George,
"How are you supposed to follow Vanilla
Fudge or The Vagrants with 'Pretty
Ballerina'? We'd get polite applause"

Smash had Dot liked the way the band
members had spoken to wonder-producer

Paul Leka, and Left Banke Too hadn't sold

well. "So the)' let us go," says George. "We

got together a few times to try some
things. We did three radio commercials." If

you're a diehard fan, you've heard at least

one of these, done for Coca-Cola. Less well
remembered are their spots for Hertz
Rent-a-Car and Toni hair-colouring
products.

The band sputtered to an end amid the

same kind of management problems
they'd had with Harry Lookofsky: "Our

management firm, Rubott. was just

stealing our money; says Finn. "They also
managed Steve Talarico's band, The Chain

Reaction, and another one called The Fun

Band. And all the money that we brought

in, from beating ourselves to death out on

the road, was just used by Rubott to keep
those other bands afloat. To pay their rent,
put clothes on their backs. We had no
idea."

Another single by The Left Banke -

apparently - appeared in November '69. In

reality it was Mike Brown and Steve

Martin. The A-side, 'Myrah', had a soaring

chorus with an oddly disquieting half-step

interval not unlike 'Pretty Ballerina' had

had, but in a very different setting. The B-
side, 'Pedestal', was much more typical of

the era, with a three-chord chorus that -
like so many records of its day - borrowed
craftily from 'Hey Jude'.

The next couple of years bore some fruit

for Tom Finn. He worked as an associate
engineer at Bell Sound in New York,

learning the trade. "Steve and I were busy
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then too," says Cameron with a straight
face. "Busy drinking."

I
I

Fast forward to 'F: "Mike Brown had
failed with that ilfontage thing," says Finn.

"And he was working a lot with Bert

Sommer, who sang on those fake Left

Banke songs tha~ we ended up suing

Brown over. Bertlhad a minor hit under his
own name with 're're All Playing In The

Same Band'. It was a good song. And Bert's

manager at the time was a guy by the

name of Domiuic Sicilia, who also
managed a singer named Ian Lloyd."

"Sicilia wanted Mike Brown to have a hit
record. And they did an instrumental song
called 'Circles' or 'Premonition' or

something like that. And it flopped. So

Domiuic had an~ther idea - that Mike

should work wi,:,/ us again. But he didn't

want us to use ~e name Left Banke. 'Left
Banke is over', he said. 'You're talkin' 1967
there. And here ii is '71. So do a Steve

Martin single'." I
"So Mike called the session, and it was

him, me, Steve, +d George, just like in the
old days. We did it at Eventide Studios,

which was right ~cross the street from

what would later he called Studio 54. Rick

Factor owned the studio. He was a genius
in electronics. He engineered the session."

'LOVE SONGS IN
THE NIGHT'
They would cut basic tracks for two songs
at the session: 'Love Songs In The Night'

and 'Two By Two'. Songs that both hinted

at their past greatness and pointed to the
future.

"The basic track for both songs was Brown

011 piano, George on drums and me on
acoustic guitar. Ioverdubbed the electric
guitar afterwards. And then we went over to

The Hit Factory and we did the vocals, I
added the bass and we had Hugh McCracken
play the guitar solo. Those songs were
perfect for the time. They sounded kinda like
The Left Banke. but more up to date."

Steve Martin, whose name was going on
the record, did not think so. "Steve hated

'Love Songs In The Night'," says Finn with

a smile. "He thought that octave jump that

Brown had written for him to sing was just

ridiculous. He would walk up to Brown
during the session, sing the octave jump,
and give Mike a nipple-pinch or an ass-

pinch. Chasing him around the studio.

'Right HEEEERE ... night, DEEEEEAR! You

want me to sing HEEEERE? You know
what it's like to go THEEEEEERE?' Steve

was a psycho" [laughs]



The two songs came out on a single -
which, predictably, flopped. Hindsight says
that the name on the record should have
been The Left Banke. The two songs also
appeared on the soundtrack (and
accompanying LP) of the film Ultra Violet's

Hot Parts - about which the less said, the
better.

At the time ofthe session, Brown was
already in a new band called Stories - with
the aforementioned Ian Lloyd. They were
about to record tbeir first album at Bell
Sound, and Tom Finn would be tbe
associate engineer. But having been
wound as tightly as a spring for almost a
decade was about to catcb up with
Michael Brown.

"He flew out to Las Vegas to place a bet that
Richard Nixon would lose the election to
George McGovern; says Tom. "Andhe told
me later that when he got off the plane, he
looked out on the runway and saw that the
Chinese army had taken over the airport.
He had climbed a fence and seen this
massive horde of Chinese military people,
with Chinese army tanks and trucks, and
they had built a whole fake airport next to
the real airport. And they had taken over
the country, and no one knew it because
they had built this whole fake airport. He
was serious: So Michael Brown, in his
tortured mind, had accidentally written
The Matrix - 30 years early.

"That was as bad as I ever saw him. But he
would do other things, like throw money
out the window. He wrote a song called 'So
YouThink I'm Crazy?' and all it was was
him banging on the piano over and over,
louder and louder, and yelling, 'So you
think I'm CRAZY?I'LL show you who's
CRAZY!'Eventually he ended up in a
mental institution. He was in London, and
he was recording the second Stories album
at Olympic Studios with Eddie Kramer.
Toward the end of the sessions, he got in a
fight with Kramer. And Kramer said, 'You
wanna play it your way, or the good way?'
Brown was either thrown out ofthe band
or he quit, I'm not sure:

"They came back here with the master
tapes and went to Bell Sound, where they
had done the first album, for overdubs.
Harry Yarmark was the engineer, and I was
the assistant. I was listening to the songs,
and a lot of them were really pretty good. I
kept asking, "Vbere's Mike Brown?' and no
one would tell me. I got pretty angry. I still
thought of Mike as sort of like a friend,
and deep in my heart I was wondering,
What happened to Mike? What's wrong?
Finally somebody told me the truth - that
he was in a mental institution"

"I went to see him. 1think Steve went too.
Mike was doing the thorazine shuffle, in a

And then there were three.

Finn, Brown and Cameron
enjoy the hospitality at
DafebD1Jk magazine

straitjacket. It was terrible. He'd be in and
out of mental institutions throughout the
'70s~

He would resurface in '76, though, with a
bighly-touted new band that was a bit too
early for its time, called The Beckies. Their
one LP,on the Sire label, tanked. It
presaged the skinny-tie powerpop
revolution of the late '70s by an unlucky
year or two and the record-buying public
wasn't ready for it. Brown's insistent
eighth-note pounding is evident
throughout - it reminds me a lot of the
middle section of 'She May Call You Up
Tonight' in places - but other than that,
there wasn't much in The Beckles for Left
Banke fans to hook into; nor had there
been in Stories.

As for Finn, Martin, and Cameron, they
were thrown together again at around that
same time. "I just had to get Steve and
George out of the country; sighs Tom.
"They were spending all their time
hanging out, getting too fucking drunk all
of the time. Steve was like the king of the
losers. He had all these losers following
him around all the time, giving him drugs
and money" Cameron agrees: "Iwas
hanging out with Steve a lot. Drinking a
lot. We were both just disgusted with the
way things had turned out. The music
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business had totaIly changed. It was all
speed guitars, speed drums. no melody. I
said, 'I can't do this stuff?"

"There were always guys around offering
Steve shady deals. 'Sign this, Steve, you're
gonna be rich: Because he had that voice.
And none of it ever went anywhere"

"We did some recording with Michael
Kamen at The Hit Factory; says Tom. "A
song called 'You Say'. We all wrote it
together, but it was Steve that initiated it.
Steve would always be the guy that would
come up with a little tiny idea, but a great
one. He had one chord, a melody, and the
words 'Yoooo say".And then we all
finished it together." Again, however, the
artist/producer fit was not a good one. "I

had wanted Alan Parsons to produce it,"
says Tom. "He had just done my friend Al
Stewart's Year Of The Cat. But Steve and
George didn't even know who Parsons was
at the time."

"Kamen stepped into Mike Brown's shoes,
he played the piano. And it's just him, with
me on bass and acoustic guitar, and the
three of us singing. Just like that, bang. But
I didn't like Kamen's mix. I took it over to
BeIlSound and remixed it myself And I
sent it to AI Stewart, with a note saying

'PlEEEEEASE help us!' I heard back from
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allowed to play on their own record this
time. "Well, we had been out there on the
road for almost two years, and getting
much better at it all the time:' says Finn.
"Why shouldn't we play? We weren't really
ready on the first album - no. But now we
were,"

Feher's third contribution, 'Sing Little Bird
Sing', is one of Steve Martin's finest vocal
performances. 'In The Morning Light' is a
sweet, sunny pop song - with brass
section - recorded at the <Desiree' session,

with Brown on piano and organ. And
Finn's 'Nice To See You', on which he sings
the lead vocal, is another mini-
masterpiece, despite Lekas attempts to
bury it under cascading Mantovani-style
violins and violas, and deftly-plucked
harps.

One song from an outside writer was used:
'Give The Man A Hand'. It fits brilliantly
with the rest of the album. "Marvin

''Wesat him down after we heard all that
crazy psychedelic stuff Paul Leka had
put between the songs, and said, 'What
is this? This is not what we want. We
don't wantto be Sgt Pepper.'"
Potocki was a guy that was just kind of
hanging around," says Tom Finn. "He was a
pretty good guitar player, in the Chet
Atkins style. A good finger-picker. We liked
the song, and it sounded great for Steve's
voice. That's Marvin on the record, finger-
picking the acoustic guitar."

All the participants are quite proud of the
album - especially since the world at large
had basically counted them out after
Brown's departure - but Finn is
philosophical: "It was a new experience for
me, songwriting. Idon't think it was as
good as it could have been, if I had had
more time:

Left Banke Too - originally titled Dress

Rehearsal- was released in November '68,
within days of another rather good record:
a double LP with a white cover called The
Beatles. One of those albums did rather
well, the other did not. Still, the group's
real fans were delighted to hear what the
band could still accomplish.

The cover photograph sparked some
controversy. Shot at the Woolworth
Mansion. it showed the three remaining
band members in period garb, in some
sort of effort to reinforce the "Baroque
Rock" tag. But in the back there lurks a
mysterious hooded monk-like figur~; and
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conspiracy theorists were quick to assume
that it was Michael Brown, or at least
someone meant to represent him. In

reality it was the hand's friend Fred
Adams, who was invited into the photo
just because one or more of the band
members thought it was a funny idea.

And then back out on the road they went,
this time with Feher on piano and
guitarist Tim Hayden. And a rather odd set
list under the circumstances: "Not one
song on Left Banke Too was ever played
live in front of an audience," says Finn, as if
he still can't believe it himself. "But we did
go out and play live after it came out" "We
were doing a lot of covers," says Cameron.
"Even then."

And, even though they were headlining,
they were still occasionally being blown
off the stage by their opening acts. "Even
when we were at home; laughs George,
"How are you supposed to follow Vanilla
Fudge or The Vagrants with 'Pretty
Ballerina? We'dget polite applause"

Smash had not liked the way the hand
members had spoken to wonder-producer
Paul Leka, and Left Banke Too hadn't sold
well. "So they let us go," says George. "We
got together a few times to try some
things. We did three radio commercials: If
you're a diehard fan, you've beard at least
one of these, done for Coca-Cola. Less well
remembered are their spots for Hertz
Rent-a-Car and Toni hair-colouring
products.

The band sputtered to an end amid the
same kind of management problems
they'd had with Harry Lookofsky: "Our
management firm, Rubott, was just
stealing our money," says Finn. "They also
managed Steve Talarico's band. Tbe Chain
Reaction, and another one called The Fun
Band. And all the money that we hrought
in, from beating ourselves to death out on
the road, was just used by Rubott to keep
those other bands afloat. To pay their rent,
put clothes on their backs. We had no
idea"

Another single by The Left Banke -
apparently - appeared in November '69. In
reality it was Mike Brown and Steve
Martin. The A-side, 'Myrah', had a soaring
chorus with an oddly disquieting half-step
interval not unlike 'Pretty Ballerina' had
had, but in a very different setting. The B-
side, 'Pedestal', was much more typical of
the era, with a three-chord chorus that -
like so many records of its day - borrowed
craftily from 'Hey Jude'.

The next couple of years bore some fruit
for Tom Finn. He worked as an associate
engineer at Bell Sound in New York,
learning the trade. "Steve and I were busy
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I
then too; says Camerou with a straight
face. "Busy drinking"

Fast forward to '71: "Mike Brown had
failed with that &ontage thing; says Finn.
"Andhe was worLng a lot with Bert
Sommer, who sang on those fake Left
Banke songs that we ended up suing
Brown over. Bert had a minor hit under his
own name with 'We're All Playing In The
Same Band'. It was a good song. And Bert's
manager at the time was a guy hy the
name of Dominic Sicilia, who also

managed a singer named Ian Lloyd"

"Sicilia wanted Mike Brown to have a hit
record. And they did an instrumental song
called 'Circles' or 'Premonition' or

something like that. And it flopped. So
Domiuic had another idea - that Mike
should work with us again. But he didn't
want us to use tIje name Left Banke. 'Left
Banke is over', he said. 'You're talkin' 1967
there. And here it is '71. So do a Steve
Martin single'." I

!
!

"So Mike called the session, and it was
him, me, Steve, and George, just like in the
old days. We did it at Eventide Studios,
which was right across the street from
what would later be called Studio 54. Rick
Factor owned the studio. He was a genius
in electronics. He engineered the session."

'LOVE SONGS IN
THE NIGHT'
They would cut basic tracks for two songs
at the session: 'Love Songs In The Night'
and 'Two By Two'. Songs that hoth hinted
at their past greatness and pointed to the
future.

"The basic track for both songs was Brown
on piano, George on drums and me on
acoustic guitar. I overdubbed the electric
guitar afterwards. And then we went over to
The Hit Factory and we did the vocals, I
added the bass and we had Hugh McCracken
play the guitar solo. Those songs were
perfect for the time. They sounded kinda like
The Left Banke, but more up to date:

Steve Martin, whose name was going on
the record, did not think so. "Steve hated
'Love Songs In The Night': says Finn with
a smile. "He thought that octave jump that
Brown had written for him to sing was just
ridiculous. He would walk up to Brown
during the session, sing the octave jump,
and give Mike a nipple-pinch or an ass-
pinch. Chasing him around the studio.
'Right HEEEERE... night, DEEEEEAR!You
want me to sing HEEEERE?Youknow
what it's like to go THEEEEEERE?' Steve

was a psycho" [laughs]



The two songs came out on a single -
which, predictably, flopped. Hindsight says
that the name on the record should have
been The Left Banke. The two songs also
appeared on the soundtrack (and
accompanying LP) of the film Ultra Violets
Hot Parts - about which the less said, the
better.

At the time of the session, Brown was
already in a new band called Stories - with
the aforementioned Ian Lloyd. They were
about to record their first album at Bell
Sound, and Tom Finn would be the
associate engineer. But having been
wound as tigbtly as a spring for almost a
decade was ahout to catch up with
Michael Brown.

"He flew out to Las Vegas to place a bet that
Richard Nixon would lose the election to
George McGovern; says Tom. "Andhe told
me later that when he got off the plane, he
looked out on the runway and saw that the
Chinese army had taken over the airport.
He had climbed a fence and seen this
massive horde of Chinese military people,
with Chinese army tanks and trucks, and
they had built a whole fake airport next to
the real airport. And they had taken over
the country, and no one knew it because
they had built this whole fake airport. He
was serious; So Michael Brown, in his
tortured mind, had accidentally written
The Matrix - 30 years early.

"That was as bad as I ever saw him. But he
would do other things, like throw money
out the window. He wrote a song called 'So
YouThink I'm Crazy?' and all it was was
him banging on the piano over and over,
louder and louder, and yelling. 'So you
think I'm CRAZY?I'LL show you who's
CRAZY!'Eventually he ended up in a
mental institution. He was in London, and
he was recording the second Stories album
at Olympic Studios with Eddie Kramer.
Toward the end of the sessions, he got in a
fight with Kramer. And Kramer said, 'You
wanna play it your way, or the good way?'
Brown was either thrown out of the band
or he quit, I'm not sure"

"They came back here with the master
tapes and went to Bell Sound, where they
had done tbe first album, for overdubs.
Harry Yarmark was the engineer, and I was
the assistant. I was listening to the songs,
and a lot of them were really pretty good. I
kept asking, 'Where's Mike Brown?' and no
one would tell me. I got pretty angry. I still
thought of Mike as sort of like a friend,
and deep in my heart I was wondering.
What happened to Mike? What's wrong?
Finally somebody told me the truth - that
he was in a mental Institution"

"I went to see him. I think Steve went too.

Mike was doing the thorazine s1uffle, in a

And then there were three.
Finn, Brown and Cameron
enjoy the hospitality at
Datebook magazine

straitjacket. It was terrible. Rea be in and
out of mental institutions throughout the
'70s;

He would resurface in '76, though, with a
highly-touted new band that was a bit too
early for its time, called The Beckies. Their
one LP,on the Sire label, tanked. It
presaged the skinny-tie powerpop
revolution of the late '70s by an unlucky
year or two and the record-buying public
wasn't ready for it. Brown's insistent
eighth-note pounding is evident
throughout - it reminds me a lot of the
middle section of 'She May Call You Up
Tonight' in places - hut other than that,
there wasn't much in The Beckies for Left
Banke fans to hook into; nor had there
been in Stories.

As for Finn, Martin, and Cameron, they
were thrown together again at around that
same time. "I just bad to get Steve and
George out of the country," sighs Tom.
"They were spending all their time
hanging out, getting too fucking drunk all
of the time. Steve was like the king of the
losers. He had all these losers following
him around all the time, giving him drugs
and money" Cameron agrees: "I was
hanging out with Steve a lot. Drinking a
lot. We were both just disgusted with the
way things had turned out. The music
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business had totally changed. It was all
speed guitars, speed drums, no melody. I

said, 'I can't do this stuff';

"There were always guys around offering
Steve shady deals. 'Sign this, Steve, you're
gonna be rich: Because he had that voice.
And none of it ever went anywhere."

"We did some recording with Michael
Kamen at The Hit Factory; says Tom. "A
song called 'You Say'. We all wrote it
together, but it was Steve that initiated it.
Steve would always be the guy that would
come up with a little tiny idea, but a great
one. He had one chord, a melody, and the
words 'Yoooo say'. And then we all
finished it together." Again, however, the
artist/producer fit was not a good one. "I
had wanted Alan Parsons to produce it;
says Tom. "He had just done my friend AI
Stewart's Year Of The Cat. But Steve and
George didn't even know who Parsons WaS
at the time."

"Kamen stepped into Mike Brown's shoes,
he played the piano. And it's just him, with
me on bass and acoustic guitar, and the
three of us singing. Just like that, bang. But
I didn't like Kamen's mix. r took it over to
Bell Sound and remixed it myself. And I
sent it to AI Stewart, with a note saying
'PLEEEEEASEhelp us!' I heard back from
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Al's manager that they had loved the tape
and that theyii sent it to Don Ellis, who
was the head of Columbia Records' A&R
department in New York.And that Ellis
had loved it too, and wanted to see us. So
me, Steve, and George go to Ellis' office.
And I'm introducing the guys to Don. :..and
Steve, here, is originally from Spain: And
Steve goes, 'I'm not from fucking Spain!
Youdon't know anything about me!' and
has a temper tantrum. And that was the
end of that deal. Ellis must have thought
we were all too crazy to work with"

STRANGERS ON A
TRAIN
Still, the partnership refused to die. Not
too long afterward, says George. "There
was a guy named Benedetto. that Tom
knew. And he had liked a recording Tom
and Steve had made of a song Tom wrote,
called 'Lorraine" And quite well he should
bave liked it. 'Lorraine' is probably the best
ballad that Paul McCartney never got
around to writing.

"Benedetto was a producer. He had good
ears. And he wanted a hit record. He

owned the publishing for a song called
'Queen Of Paradise'. So he insisted that we
do that song. In return, he supported us
for almost two years. He got us a house in
the country. a car, a roadie. and weekly
salaries. What are we gonna say. no?"

'Queen Of Paradise' was an unfortunate
chapter in The Left Banke's career - a soft-
edged disco song. Harmless enough. but
not exactly a big feather in the legacy's
cap. But some more recording was done.
Eventually, in the mid-80s, an LP appeared
with the fruits of those long-forgotten
sessions - .called Voices Calling in the UK
and Strangers On A Train in the USA."You
have to remember that that isn't really an
album; cautions Tom. "It's a collection of
demos and half-finished things. And stuff
like 'Queen Of Paradise' that was someone
else's idea of a hit song"

Around the same time, Rhino Records
released - in the USA- a bizarre LP called
History Of The Left Banke. Obviously aimed
squarely at obsessive collectors, it
included obvious tracks like 'Renee'.
'Ballerina' and 'Desiree' - alongside the
rare 'Ivy Ivy' and 'And Suddenly', the two
sides of the Steve Martin single and the
'Myrah' single. two songs by Stories
(including their worldwide hit 'Brother
Louie', which had nothing to do with The
Left Banke or Michael Brown) and. as a bit
of rancid icing on a very odd cake, the
previously unreleased 'Foggy Waterfall' - a

I

track by a producer named Tom Kaye that
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Steve Martin had been paid to sing on.

Just prior to that, Bam Caruso Records in
the UK issued And Suddenly It's...• an 18-
track vinyl set containing the lion's share
of their '60s output, including non-LP
sides 'Myrah'. 'Pedestal' and the
aforementioned 'Foggy Waterfall' in a non-
chronological running order that
successfully offset tracks from both
albums. An expanded CD version entitled
And Finally It's... leaked out in '88 and
mopped up everything released on
Mercury except for 'And Suddenly' but
vanished almost instantly.

A much better signpost in the band's
legacy came out in '92, on Polygram - an
exhaustive CD compilation called There's
Gonna Be A Storm. It contained every song
from both LPs, thoughtfuIly re-sequenced
(and sometimes re-mixed as well) with all
the relevant singles in roughly-
chronological order (with the single
unexplained omission of the two Steve
Martin songs) and. for the first time ever.
the Brown/Sommer/McKean version of
'Men Are Building Sand'. And some
thoughtful. relevant liner notes by Andrew
Sandoval.

Polygram owned the masters for all these
recordings outright, and therefore it was a
mystery - still unexplained - when they
abruptly deleted the CD after only about a
year. It now changes hands on eBay for close
to $100. and remains the ouly legitimate
release of 'Men Are Building Sand'.

Most of The Left Banke's younger fans (the
ones that are not yet 45 years old. I mean
- cough. cough) were introduced to the
band's work via this compilation. and have
never heard the songs in their original
"proper" sequence. Still, this CD was a
loving. fitting tribute, and it's a shame it
no longer exists. Fear not - Sundazed
Records. in the USA,have just re-released
the two Smash LPs in their original covers
- in both LP and CD formats - with new
liner notes by Scott Schinder in the CD
booklets. So now this wonderful music can
be heard again.

AND FINALLY ...
In conclusion: what, then. to make of this
odd. spotty, combative legacy? Other than
the too-facile "the best art often comes
from pain?"

Well, there was certainly enough of that.
Three of the band's finest songs, including
the one for which they're best
remembered, came out of a teenager's
worst kind of pain: unrequited love. Many
of their other songs, and most of their
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stage performances, came out of a
considerably more prosaic kind of pain:
not being able to stand each other's
presence.

George Cameron is wistful: "We were

really happy as a group. for a while. We
always looked forward to sessions, to
singing together. Unfortunately, we had
some people hanging around us that were
still somewhere back in the '50s. They had
no idea what we were ahout. They just saw
dollar signs."

Tom Finn is philosophical: "If cooler heads
had prevailed. we would have continued
with John Abbott. That's what we should
have done. He had a great musical head.
and he liked us. And he was the only
person that everybody in the band liked."

Cookie Wrublewski Dakes rememhers.
the end: "By the time Carrie and I were
17 and 18, and old enough to get into the
clubs. no one in the band was speaking
to each other anymore. So we never got
to see a Left Banke show. It was sad to
see the way everything was torn apart.
We continued running the fan club until
the management fell apart along with the
group. I'll never forget how sick I felt the
day Carrie and I went to the office and
RUBOTT was no longer on the door. No
one had even called us to let us know:"

But let's leave it with Tom Feher: "The pity
of it is that the group split up before it had
a chance to mature. Yon can see where
Brown's material became more gutsy and
sophisticated with 'Love Songs In The
Night'. Finn was developing as a
songwriter by the time of Left Banke Too.
And yours truly was discovering that he
had it in him to write his own brand of
tune without leaning on Mike Brown for
melodies"

"The best days were the early days, before
the record was released; continues Feher.
"Wewere all buddies, playing out our
fantasies in the wake of Dylan. the Stones
and The Beatles. We were all street kids at
that point - with the exception of Mike
Brown. who was still tied to his family.Steve,
who had that Castillian family upbringing.
was there on the streets with us - but
distant, lonely in the crowd. Those situations
haven't changed much to this day"

The empty sidewalks on my block are not
the same.

You're not to blame .•

With many thanks to George Cameron, Tom
Feher, Tom Finn, Cookie Wrublewski Dakes
and Eric Schou at Sundazed.
Walk Away Benee/Pretty Ballerina and
Left Banke Too are out now on Sundazed.



'IE&EftelIfBMf
by MARCO ROSSI
In common with so many other Brits of my generation,
my first exposure to The Left Banke was via the Bam
Caruso compilation of 1982. I felt about them then
much the same as Ido now: in short, The Left Banke
seemed so preternaturally perfect that Isimply couldn't
believe that Bam Caruso hadn't just made them up.
EssentiaIIy, their career arc takes in two albums and a
handful of singles, then it's Goodnight Vienna. There's a
bible's worth of offshoots and subsequent addenda of
course, but this list sticks to the unimpeachable
original script. I thought that migbtmake the selection
process easier, but was Iever wrong ...

WALK AWAY RENEE
(A-side, July 1966)
Christ, talk about setting out your staI1.The Left Banke's debut single is
the last word in stricken, dignified unrequitedness, in a knotty scenario
worthy of Fleetwood Mac at their most unsustaiuably awkward. You all
know the drill. Songwriter has crush on girl: girl is already girlfriend of
another band member: girl is present in studio as songwriter attempts,
with trembling hands, to record his harpsichord. John Abbott's tactful
arrangement draws a protective shroud around the lovelorn
protagonist.

PRElTY BALLERINA
(A-slde, December 1966)
So, if 'Renee' is the last word in decorously thwarted desire, let's call this
the penultimate word. Or vice versa, I can never decide. Drawn from the
same well of ilreamy louging as its predecessor. the secoud Left Banke
single boasts an arrestingly quizzical verse melody, and lyrics more
befitting 18th century nobility than a bnncha bowl-haired teen-
scenesters: "I asked her for this dance, and then she obliged me". How
can being emotionally bereft sound so attractive?

SHE MAY CALL YOU UP TONIGHT
(WalkA_y Renee/"retty 8allerlna LP,February 1967/A·
side, May '67)
Compact, airborne, deceptively straightforward pop. which
nevertheless contains more cunning chordal left turns than most
bands are able to devise over the span of an entire career. Stacked vocal
counterpoint and McCartney-style one-note harmonies on the
choruses? Bingo bango.

SHADOWS BREAKING OVER MY HEAD
(WalkA_y Renee/Pretty Ballerina lP, February 1967)
The "American Zombies" theory at.its most persuasive: you could sit this
vaporous, heartsick beauty next to 'Beechwood Park' on Odessey C-

Oracle and nobody would bat an eyelid. except to blink away tears.

BARTERERS AND THEIR WIVES
(Walk Away Renee/Pretty Ballerina i.P,February 1967)
And where exactly did this come from? I hesitate to use the dreaded
"baroque" word, but there's an entire untapped sub-genre just
waiting to take its cue from this remarkably cultured lute-and-
harpsichord interlude. Like rock never happened, Closer to Purcell
than Elvis.

IVY IVY
(A-slde,Marell 1967)
When Iwas a kid. Ihad a glass paperweight that Iwanted to live inside.
When you shook it, twinkling drops of snow fell with slow and silent
solemnity on to the scene within. This is that world. Recorded,
controversially, by Michael Brown uuder the Left Banke imprimatur but
without his erstwhile bandmates, it's a weightless wonder of pizzicato
strings. acoustic guitar and Bacharach trumpet, and is quite
unreasonably lovely.

DESIREE
(A-sid., June 1967)
By the time 'Desiree' came along, momentarily reuniting Brown with his
band, The Left Banke had pretty much cornered the market in
sophisticated yearning. Who knew that the market in question could be
so limited? The failure of ,Desiree' - arguably the apogee of the band's
empyrean approach - to trouble the charts is a sin of omission for
which the record-buying public of the day should be retrospectively
force-fed Sgt Barry Sadler for a whole year.

DARK IS THE BARK
(left Banke roo lP, November 1968)
Positive proof that life existed beyond Micbael Brown, this somnolent
and agreeably decadeut Steve Martin-Caro/George Cameron/Tom Finn
composition stretches and simmers beneath its exquisite hothouse feel
- and features future Aerosmith yardgob Steven Tyler on backing vocals.

MY FRIEND TODAY
(left Banke roo lP, November 1968)
Even in the cJntext of a career characterised by imaginative and wholly
apposite arrangements, the arrangement on this inscrutable. jazz-
tinged shiver of uncertainty ("who's been playing tricks on me?")
surpasses the lot: vibraphone. French horn and trombone tastefully take
their place in the mix. Take a big old bow, Artie Shroeck.

THAT COKE ADVERT
(Advertlslnll };nllle, 1967)
Can I really include the band's Coca-Cola advert in my Top 10? 'Course I

can. It sounds just like The Left Banke should - elegant, cirrus-bound
and somehow disconnected from the common herd - and it makes
dririking a bottle of Coke sound less like a cynical duty of corporate
sponsorship and more like a stroll in a sunny park, winning lottery
ticket in back pocket, twirling the keys to the kingdom.
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